Electronic Ballot Delivery
Secure and accessible ballot delivery and
return for remote voters that reduces
processing errors, improves voting integrity
and efficiency, voter accessibility and
remote voter participation.
Scytl Electronic Ballot Delivery
allows remote voters such as
military and NGO workers to receive
election ballots electronically and
later return their marked ballots
through the postal system, email or
fax. Ballots can be marked on-screen
via a secure marking utility that
prevents common errors such as
over-voting and under-voting.
Voters also have the option to print
their ballots and mark them by hand.

All with the industry´s leading
security and integrity protocols
that ensure maximum voting
privacy and election integrity.
Once ballots are completed and
sent, voters can track the status of
their ballots through voter receipts
to ensure their vote has been
received, included in the ballot box
and not been tampered with.

How Electronic Ballot
Delivery Works
Absentee Voter Request
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Voters submit the required data online via a
secure website. Election officials approve or
reject the absentee request and validate
that only one absentee vote application is
submitted per voter.
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Electronic Ballot Delivery Experience
We partnered with
a provider who has
experience deploying
a system across many
and remote locations.
We are challenged with
connectivity and latency
issues due to great
distances and remoteness.
CAROL THOMPSON,
ABSENTEE MANAGER, DIVISION OF
ELECTIONS FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA.

ENABLES MILITARY AND
OTHER REMOTE VOTERS
TO RECEIVE AND RETURN
BALLOTS ELECTRONICALLY
VIA SECURE ONLINE
TRANSMISSION ACROSS 7
STATES ON A STATEWIDE
LEVEL AND 476 COUNTIES
2016 US PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTIONS

Highlighted Customers
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Secure transmission of unmarked / blank
ballots electronically via encrypted channels
or via postal delivery.

Secure Ballot Return
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Voters receive, print and complete a blank
ballot or directly mark their ballot on-screen
and return it online, via fax or mail.

We Power Democracy
Leading the transformation of the elections industry by making
voting more accessible, efficient, transparent, auditable and secure.

Focusing on Election
Specific Needs

Providing the Right
Technology for Each Election

Delivering Expertise
and Best Practices

We strive on understanding the needs
of electoral organizations to provide
efficient and transparent elections
and the rights of citizens to vote on
equal terms.

Our

Our team of electoral experts have
years of accumulated knowledge and
are attuned to the singular needs
that each election requires.

the

perfect balance between efficiency
and the highest level of security and
transparency standards currently
available.

Addressing Election Needs
Across the Election Cycle
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Election Day
The most critical period of the election, our solutions ensure that whether
in-person or remotely, voters leverage accessible technology that allow them to
cast their vote privately and securely.
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Pre-Election
Our solutions assist election administrators with the planning, staffing, training and
voter and candidate management activities necessary for the delivery of a flawless
election.
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Post-Election
After voting, some of the most important steps take place to ensure full integrity of
the votes, and the secure consolidation andpublication of election results.

About Scytl
Powering democracy in the 21st century requires a unique combination of forces: people and technology.
Scytl’s secure and innovative online voting and election management technology, elections understanding, and team
of election experts are helping public and private organizations around the globe increase and improve participatory
democracy, citizen empowerment and public transparency in over 47 countries, including Canada, Switzerland, France,
Norway, Switzerland, Spain, the United Kingdom, the United States, the UAE, South Africa, India, and Australia.
Let us show you how, visit us at www.scytl.com

